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T H E  STORY  D E PA R T M E N T

Believe me, with an exception for

animated films, animals ‘“ no matter how

well trained - will not express feelings

through performance. The writer must not

describe facial or other expressions with

the intention to describe an animal’s

feeling or emotion. However, this can be

circumvented by having the - human -

characters express them.

ANIMAL EMOTIONS
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Not: (Action:) The dog is pleased with

the treat, he happily trots off.

Better: (Dial.:) Look how happy

Fido is, he is wagging his tail!

BACKSTORY

Backstory, i.e. events that happened

before the beginning of the movie, cannot

be mentioned unless we see it (e.g. in

flashback). (see: TIME)

Not: (Action:) Jack stops at the

intersection where his father had his

accident three years ago.

A-B

If possible, break up dialogue for a brief

description (character response etc.)

rather than using the generic ‘(BEAT)’.

In any case, dialogue can never open

with ‘(BEAT)’.

BEAT

BRACKETS

Brackets tell me: “of minor importance”,

i.e..it shouldn’t be there in the first place.

In a screenplay EVERYTHING should be

important.

Therefore, avoid the use of brackets,

except for parentheticals or to indicate a

character’s age.
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Always give your characters something to

do. Long dialogue without action essentially

means you are filming talking heads, which

is profoundly anti-cinematic. The action

happening during the dialogue could contain

subtext, thus carring the real meaning of

the scene. If you have a montage, or a

series of shots with action near a long

scene of dialogue, see if you can introduce

(part of) that action into the dialogue scene

to make it more interesting and meaningful.

ACTION DURING DIALOGUE

BREAK UP DIALOGUE

When dialogue, both individual lines or

whole scenes, is longer than average,

describe other characters’ response(s) to

it. Show us the body language, tell us what

we see on the screen other than talking

heads. This will be much easier and more

elegant if you give the characters something

to do during this dialogue.
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C

CAPITALISATION

A spec screenplay should only have caps

in action where new characters of

importance are introduced.

CHARACTER: INTRODUCTION

Describe characters before they speak,

except for effect, e.g. off screen dialogue

etc.

CHARACTER: INTENTIONS

A character’s intentions can only be

included in description if they are visible.

Not: (Action:) Jack takes a seat at the

far end of the grandstand, so he can

leave when he wants.

Don’t use caps for names of extras or

unimportant non-speaking parts. Effects,

sounds etc. only need caps to attract

attention where otherwise confusion could

occur. Only shooting scripts need

consistent capitalisation of production

elements.

The spelling of character names must be

consistent. Some screenwriting software

will give an inaccurate list of characters

if you misspell their names.

CHARACTER: NAMING

Make sure characters’ screen time is

justified by their importance in the story.

Most if not all of the first act we should

be with the protagonist in a single

protagonist story.

CHARACTER: SCREEN TIME

CHEATING

Don’t sneak information in the screenplay

that is not revealed in a visual way.

Not: (Action:) Evelyne, 22, Randolph´s

daughter-in-law, arrives in a limousine.

CLICHES

There is nothing wrong with cliches, except

if they are just that. They should be used

for contrast, comedy, to swiftly set up a

character or situation etc.

CLEAR BUT ECONOMICAL

A screenplay should be tight, economical

yet clear. If you can condense one page

into half a page without losing any

information, disturbing the flow or to use

incorrect language, consider it. If the events

on the one page can be shown on screen

in one minute, you must condense it.
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C-D

Reading your own dialogue aloud is a first

step. You will pick up on lines that don’t

ring natural. The next step is to have friends

read it out. If you can, it is worth having

some actors read your dialogue. Even

amateurs will often provide more value than

your non-actor friends. To get a good feel

for strong dialogue writing, it helps to read

great screenplays in a similar genre or set

in a similar social milieu.

CREATE STRONG DIALOGUE

Film is a universal medium and should

be understood by people from different

(though not necessarily all) cultures.

As a rule, unless the meaning of

something is globally known e.g. the

swastika, Time Square, muslims facing

Mekka, etc., a cultural reference needs

to be established first before you can use

it, or it will be lost on large parts of the

intended audience.

CULTURAL & HISTORICAL
REFERENCES

Not: (Action:) A bunch of Rugby

League players crosses Macquarie

Street.

The best solution is to first set up

the cultural reference through expo-

sition so the audience understand

it, then you can continue to use it

later in the story.

Only use DAY and NIGHT, don’t use

AFTERNOON, DUSK, DAWN etc. unless

it is essential for the understanding of the

story.

DAY / NIGHT

Unless the story calls for this for specific

reasons (conflict, suspense), a character

should not tell another character what we

have already seen before.

Don’t summarise dialogue.

DIALOGUE

Not: (Action:) The host welcomes

his guests warmly. (Action:) Jack

tells Jill about the painful event.

Give us enough details so the reader and

audience can visualise the scene.

DESCRIPTION DETAILS

Always suggest camera angles, movement

and cuts through choosing carefully what

you describe and how you describe it,

NEVER by explicitly writing direction

through camera angles (ECU)  or camera

movement (PAN, TILT) etc.)

DIRECTING FROM THE PAGE
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D-E

DON`T ANSWER EACH QUESTION

When a character asks a question, don’t

always have it answered by the other

character(s). As a rule, DON’T answer it,

but provide the answer in the body

language, the subtext, the context. Or

perhaps it is better to not answer it at all.

It may stay ‘in the air’ and create a tension

that will keep the audience wondering.

DON`T SUMMARISE ACTION

Describe each action in the detail it takes

to represent the screen time. If a race takes

30 seconds on the screen, you cannot

summarise it in a four line paragraph. You

need to break it down into the exact detail

of the race we would be focusing on as it

unfolds on the screen. “Olivia gets a drink

from the kitchen and finishes it quickly”

doesn’t work as it may include Olivia (1)

going to the kitchen, (2) taking a drink from

the fridge, (3) walking back to the lounge,

(4) sit down and (5) finish the drink.

The word etcetera (or etc.) should not

appear in any action block of your script.

DON`T SUMMARISE DIALOGUE

Dialogue should not be hidden in action:

“They joke about the incident but are

interrupted by John.” The ‘joking’ needs to

be spelled out in full, using the exact

dialogue.

DON`T SUMMARISE THE
PASSING OF TIME

Don’t use words that suggest time has

passed since the previous sentence, scene

etc. “Eventually”, “minutes later”, “at the

end of the game” etc. If it is important to

show a certain amount of time has passed,

it needs to be shown VISUALLY.

Showing a setting sun is not a great way

of showing we’re now at the end of the day

of the previous scene as it is extremely

expensive to shoot. It is a good way to

create a certain cinematic mood but as a

device to simply show time has passed, it

is overkill.

This rule goes for every component of your

story: Act, Sequence, Scene, even a line

of dialogue usually works best if the

emphasis, or the ‘reveal’ sits at  the end.

Once the scene has climaxed, you should

end it. In a strong scene, the final image is

often the most poweful and the most telling,

setting up the anticipation for what is to

come. A first draft can often be improved

tremendously by just trimming all the fat

after the climax in each scene.

END ON A CLIMAX

To create a sense of excitement, a faster

pace or hyper-action, break up the action

element in brief one-liners and start a new

paragraph for each. A four-line paragraph

may become ten script lines but it will read

more elegantly and give the reader a sense

of excitement.

EVOKE ACTION
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E-L

Only use single exclamation marks, only

in dialogue, never in action as it would

be seen as "author´s intrusion", which is

not professional.

EXCLAMATION MARKS

A  screenplay should use tight language,

If you use full sentences, they should be

properly constructed. Don´t abbreviate.

GRAMMAR

If characters share knowledge among

themselves but the audience is not let in

to it, it will usually frustrate the audience.

Although it may set up a question or

anticipation, it is usually not the type of

anticipation you would use as the audience

feels left out rather than included.

This technique can however be used to

create a sense of alienation for the

protagonist.

IN-JOKES, PRIVATE
CONVERSATIONS, INNUENDO

Still, it may work better if the audience

understands, though they realise the

protagonist doesn’t.

Go in late and leave early means that you

should only include in the scene what is

essential for the story. No arrivals and

departures, no meet and greet, no chit-chat

unless you have a very particular reason

for this.

Exceptions that deliberately break the flow

of the action sometimes work at the

beginning of an act or sequence, when you

want to give the audience a breather and

you want to intentionally start re-building

tension again.

In case you need this transition moment at

the beginning or end of a scene, consider

making it interesting by dramatising it or

introducing something unusual, unique.

IN LATE, OUT EARLY

If your story spans two periods in the life

of John and most of the story shows his

adult life, use YOUNG JOHN first, then

JOHN for the name of your character, or

the other way around if most of the film

shows John’s childhood.

YOUNG CHARACTER / ADULT
CHARACTER

If the location changes, write a new slug

line or at least a secondary heading.

Scrutinise your screenplay to check if you

haven’t anywhere fluidly guided the readers

from one location to the next without the

use of a slugline. If it is the intention to

create one non-stop movement through

various locations, clarify this in a note at

the top of the scene and use secondary

headings to show the progress throughout

the scene.

LOCATION CHANGES
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E-O

Only use single exclamation marks, only

in dialogue, never in action as it would

be seen as "author´s intrusion", which is

not professional.

EXCLAMATION MARKS

LOCATIONS: SLUG LINE

Although slug lines should be kept elegantly

short if possible, it is necessary to precise

exactly where we are. INT. HOUSE – DAY

is usually not enough: you need to specify

the room we’re in.

As a rule, a new location will require a new

slug line, except if a scene continues over

various neighbouring locations within a

relative short period of time, e.g. different

rooms on the same floor. Use sub headings

to make it easily readable.

Not: (Action:) Jack runs to the door,

down the stairs and into the garage,

where he finds the knife.

LOCATIONS: REAL WORLD
REFERENCES

Describe locations before introducing

characters into them, except for effect, e.g.

close-up etc.

Use specific existing locations (Time

Square, Santa Monica Pier, Sydney Opera

House) without describing them only if your

audience can visualise it.

Not: (Action:) At Leichhardt Town

Hall, John continues in the direction

of Bar Italia.

NEW CHARACTERS

New character names are capitalised,

followed by the age and a description. The

more important the character, the more

detailed the description. Descriptions also

have an impact on the type of actor the

reader may have in mind for the role.

When aiming for a specific actor, be as

precise as necessary. When leaving room

for a variety of actors, don’t be too specific.

NEW PARAGRAPH

Break up action in paragraphs of about 4

lines average. Start a new paragraph when

describing a new action, a different

character, to create a faster, active pace.

"ON THE NOSE" DIALOGUE

Don’t have characters describe their

feelings in dialogue. Except under certain

conditions such ‘one the nose dialogue’

will sound false and uninteresting. Show

feelings through behaviour, body language.

It is part of the subtext, the ‘meaning

between the lines’. Often subtext is also

contained in what characters deliberately

DON’T say but what you would expect them

to say under the circumstances.
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O-P

Once you have written your scene, consider

in great detail the order in which you release

the information to the reader/audience. Is

this how you visualise the camera will reveal

it?

IIf  two people are sitting in a room and a

third enters, would your first action describe

the opening of the door or would you first

describe the situation before the door

opens? Would you describe the general

situation (room) and gradually ‘zoom in’

your description (to the people) to the more

specific (the door knob) or the other way

around?

ORDER OF ACTION

PARENTHESIS

Parenthesis should be used to express the

manner in which dialogue is delivered, only

where confusion would otherwise be

possible.

PAUSES AND INTERRUPTIONS

Pauses in the middle of dialogue or an

unfinished sentence can be signalled by

using “...”. That is THREE dots, not two,

four or more.

Interrupted dialogue is often written using

the “- -“.

David Trottier says: “The dash indicates a

sudden shift or break in thought, or to show

emphasis. [...] The ellipsis is used for

continuity. When a character is interrupted,

and then continues later, the ellipsis is used

instead of the dash.”

PERFORMANCE

Don”t go in too much detail as to how a

line needs to be spoken or a character

should move, except for effect (slow motion)

or to avoid confusion. Leave room for the

actors.

Not: (Action:) Herman hesitates, blinks

his eyes nervously, then slowly stands

up. He looks left, then right. With wide

open eyes he raises his arm to touch

the window sill.

PREMATURE RESOLUTION

Whenever you set up strong anticipation,

don’t resolve it too quickly. Let it mature,

let it linger and keep the audience

wondering how it is going to be resolved.

Use the dramatic tension as an

undercurrent for the story, while showing

obstacles and reasons for a possible

negative outcome (or false hope in case

Screenplay Checklist

Although some people consider it outdated,

parenthesis is also used to indicated a brief

moment of silence in dialogue by

introducing (BEAT) or (a beat).
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P-S

REPETITION / REDUNDANCY

PROMISE, THEN DELIVER

If you create any sort of anticipation, you

have an obligation to the audience to

deliver, and over-deliver. If you plant the

seed, you won’t be let off the hook without

showing us the payoff.

If you repeat certain words, phrases,

information, you need to have a very good

reason for this. Avoid repeating information

revealed in previous text elements:

Not: (Character) -Damn. (Action:) He

curses.

Slug lines and description should

complement, not repeat information.

Not: INT. LISA‘ BEDROOM - NIGHT

(Action:) Lisa is in her bedroom,

reading.

Equally, if one character tells another on

the screen about something the audience

already knows, this will feel repetitive and

it may slow down the pace of the story.

REPETITIOUS ACTION

Always break an action down into its separate

beats or components.

“John tries several times before he chops

the wood in two” would work much better

if we experience with John the various

attempts at cleaving the wood, only to

succeed after becoming sweaty, annoyed

and angry. This could take up to half a page

(provided the action were exciting enough,

which sadly it may not) in stead of one line.

SCENE LENGTH

As a rule, a scene is about 2mins on

average. If your scene runs for 5ps or

longer, you must have a very good reason.

If the scene is also dialogue-heavy, you

may be in trouble.

SCENE OPENINGS AND ENDINGS

As a rule, scenes should never open or

close on dialogue. Always give us a visual

image of the opening and closing situation.

Often this ending image can reinforce the

climax of the scene by adding a layer of

meaning or providing irony.

The opening action should contain enough

description so it contains enough

information in conjunction with the slugline,

to set up what is essential for this scene.

Often scenes are deleted, moved around

etc. If you rely on the visual information

described in the previous scene, the

audience/reader will be lost.

Another reason why to make an effort to

describe EACH opening situation is to force

yourself to make this scene unique, even

if it is set in the same location as the

previous. Always keep things moving,

always give the audience something new

and exciting.
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S

SERIES OF SHOTS AND MONTAGE

Where a succession of shots is described,

often in different locations, use the heading

SERIES OF SHOTS, or use MONTAGE –

[title of the montage]. The difference

between the two is not always clear,

although a montage often has its own mini-

music score and it shows a passing of time,

where the series of shots tells a dramatic

narrative in a shorter period of time, leading

to a climax or conclusion.

As a rule, montages should be used

sparingly. Not only are they expensive to

film, it is tempting to stop the story and just

‘illustrate’ or recap what has been set up

before. The best montages sit on the act

breaks or sequence breaks as they seem

to work as a bookend.

SPELLING

Use standards spelling, both in action and

dialogue.

Even in dialect or slang, spelling should be

correct and consistent

Not: (Dial.) Your being a child!

Not: (Dial.) The koala hides it‘s pouch.

STATING THE OBVIOUS

Don’t state the obviousl It is often hard to

judge what will be seen as obvious by the

audience. If the information can be

concluded from what happened earlier in

the story or the scene, there is no need to

mention it again. A repeat is acceptable

only if there is a real possibility that the

reader would not have picked up on the

information and the story would make no

sense without it.

STYLE

Your style should be (in order of priority)

CLEAR, CONCISE and COLOURFUL.

Use active verbs.

Not: (Action:) A film is being shown.

Better: (Action:) A film plays.

Don’t use ‘begins to’, ’starts to’ It slows

down the flow… and McKee says not to

use them.

No literary prose, no comparisons.

Not: (Action:) Little Drew runs through

the fields like a gazelle.

SUBTEXT

Don’t explain subtext. The action should

make it clear.

Not: (Action:) John puts his arm around

Elsa. He wants to comfort her.
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S-T

SUPER(IMPOSED) TITLES

Consider the order in which your write the

action in a scene with a title. Either you

have a fade to black and a title over the

black screen. Alternatively, you open the

scene, describe the setting, then show the

title. It doesn’t work to have the title

immediately underneath the slugline as the

audience/reader doesn’t have anything to

visualise befor the title comes up.

THE KEY TURNING POINTS

The most important moments in the movie

are the Inciting Incident, Turning Point One

(or 1st Act Turning Point), Mid Point (of No

Return), Turning Point Two (2nd Act Turning

Point), Climax and Resolution.

In great movies, these key turning points

stand out, both in dramatic tenstion but

often also in terms of duration. To create a

strong turning point in a scene, it may take

time to build to a point of immense tension.

This is why on average the scenes that

deliver the key turning points are longer

than the average (which is about 2 mins).

If the audience don’t feel that a major event

has happened in the story, the turning point

doesn’t work and the scene doesn’t fulfil

its function.

THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

Thoughts and feelings must never be

described directly.

Not: (Action:) He knows he is right.

Not: (Action:) She feels lonely.

TIME

A screenplay is set in the NOW, the

screenwriter must describe what happens

on the screen. References to past or future

events are not accepted.

Not: (Action:) Jack walks around the

corpse; unlike last time he is more

careful now.

Don’t use words such as ‘now’ and avoid

the use of ‘’still’ etc.

If a time-consuming action is described,

use brief sentences and white space.

In general, don’t stray too far from the ‘one

page per minute’ rule.

Not: (Action:) Liz helps her mum to

do the dishes and tidy up the kitchen.

Numbers in dialogue should be printed in

full.

Not: (Dial.) $2,400

Better: (Dial.) Twenty four hundred

dollars.
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W

WHAT DOES THE CHARACTER
SEE?

When you describe a character looking

around and the scene is told from this

character’s point of view, you should

describe exactly what it is the character

sees. The audience mostly experiences

the story through the eyes of the hero,

therefore at all times you need to describe

fairly accurately what the hero sees.
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